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run
trail running shoes
Less is more—that’s the big idea behind the latest crop of pared-down shoes
By justin nyberg
Not long ago, the idea of an eight-ounce trail shoe would have struck most mainstream
runners as supremely ambitious, if not downright dangerous. Trail runners were marketed
for their protection against hazards and for dependable traction on extreme terrain. Most
tipped the scale between 11 and 14 ounces—and ran like foam bricks. Thankfully, we’re now
witnessing a dramatic shift. The thickest, most comfortable trail runner that made the cut
here weighs just 11.5 ounces, and many hover between eight and ten. Runners (and shoe
companies) have realized that we can get away with less armor as long as the shielding
is smart. So while you’ll still encounter a good bit of protection here—toe bumpers, rock
plates, tough sidewalls—you won’t end up with more than you need.

Gear of the Year
The North Face Ultra Trail $110
The Ultra Trail was a near unanimous favorite among our test team. The flexy shoe has the
kind of speed and agility you’d expect from so low-flying a design: it absolutely rips along
flat and rolling trails. But it was the smooth, socklike fit of the stretchy upper and the confidence-inspiring foot security that made it really stand out. “It felt like a direct extension
of my foot,” said one tester. The foam may be thin, but it’s protective and energetic—two
hours of running over sketchy volcanic rubble seemed like nothing. And dozens of tiny lugs
on the Vibram outsole boost both suspension and grippy surface area and excel on everything but loose terrain. 9.1 oz; 8 mm drop; thenorthface.com
Speed: 5 / Protection: 4.5 [OUT OF 5]

Straight
Laced

Look closely at our
array of trail shoes and
you’ll spot all kinds of
different ways to keep
’em on your feet. —J.N.
Quick-cinch
laces
Pros: Fast and simple;
glove-friendly for
winter missions.
Cons: Extra laces need
to be tucked; difficult
to fine-tune forefoot fit.
Found On: Salomon
X-Scream
Traditional
laces
Pros: More compression for a tighter knot.
Cons: Soak up water;
need to be tied in a bow.
Found On: La
Sportiva Bushido,
Merrell All Out Fuse
Flat laces
Pros: Lighter; fewer
pressure points.
Con: Come loose easier.
Found On: Scarpa
Tru, The North Face
Ultra Trail
Boa CLOSURE
Pros: Easy in and out;
stores surplus.
Cons: Can’t fine-tune
forefoot; pressure points.
Found On: Vasque
Ultra SST (reviewed in
the May issue of Outside)
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